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Abstract
Background, aim, and scope Within life cycle impact
assessment (LCIA), ‘panel methods’ has become a common
term to denominate methods that elicit and measure
stakeholders’ stated preferences on environmental impact
categories. Such panel procedures use different question
formats to elicit information on weighting across impact
categories from the stakeholders. The two most frequently
used question formats are score allocation and choice
between alternatives. The differences between these two
question formats were analyzed in order to give advice on
how to frame future panel procedures.
Materials and methods A choice-based weighting proce-
dure (choice experiment) for the three damage categories of
human health, ecosystems quality, and resources was
developed and executed. A logistic regression model was
applied in order to estimate the weighting factors for the
polled sample. Results from this choice-based procedure
were compared to the results from an allocation-based
procedure described in part 1 of this paper.
Results When weighting factors are elicited by score
allocation questions, panelists tend to distribute the scores
more equally. A factor of 1.5 between the least and the most
weighted damage category was found. Weighting factors
from a choice experiment were more spread, i.e., the most
important category was weighted considerably higher,
whereas the other two categories were weighted less. Thus,
for the choice experiment, the range between the most and
the least weighted categories was considerably bigger—by
about a factor of 4.
Discussion A comparison of the two procedures revealed
that the weighting of environmental damage categories is
considerably influenced by the question of format. The
reason for these variations may be different cognitive
routines that are applied. In addition, several advantages
and shortcomings of choice experiments are discussed.
Conclusions The developed, choice-based procedure pro-
vided meaningful results. Thus, choice experiments, often
used for the monetary valuation of environmental goods,
can also be applied in LCIA to elicit nonmonetary
weighting factors.
Recommendations and perspectives Choice experiments
form a new interesting approach for weighting procedures
in the future as they have some advantages over the often
used score allocation methods. They are simple and more
realistic than other procedures, as panelists have practiced
in choice tasks from everyday life. We, therefore, recom-
mend such choice-based procedures for future panel
studies.
Keywords Choice experiments . Framing . Panel surveys .
Stated preference .Weighting of damage categories in LCIA
1 Background, aim, and scope
In general, life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) finishes up
with a set of three to 12 impact category indicator results
that describe the impact of a product system on the
environment. Weighting across impact categories is often
needed in order to interpret these category indicator results
and to draw conclusions. Within LCIA, ‘panel methods’
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has become a common term to denominate methods that
elicit and measure stated stakeholders’ preferences on
environmental impact categories. This information attained
with these methods can be used for the grouping or
weighting of impact categories within a life cycle assess-
ment (LCA) study. Contrary to revealed preference meth-
ods, which are based on observations or reported behavior,
stated preference methods elicit values that are expressed in
response to hypothetical scenarios or experiments. A
relevant question concerning panel procedure is how to
elicit weighting factors in LCIA. Stated preference methods
use ranking, score allocation, or choice tasks to obtain
information on respondents’ preferences.
The most straightforward method to elicit weighting
information on impact categories surveys the direct alloca-
tion of scores that add up to 100% (see, e.g., Lindeijer
1996; Nagata et al. 1996). In this case, the allocated scores
are equal to the weighting factors used. Other score-
allocating methods are based on pairwise comparisons and
the scores represent the relative importance between two
categories. The weighting factors are finally calculated
based on these relative scores, e.g., in the analytical
hierarchy process (AHP) (Saaty 1980). Such methods have
been used by Puolamaa et al. (1996), Sangle et al. (1999),
Seppälä (1999), Harada et al. (2000), and Mettier and
Hofstetter (2004). Methods for the monetary valuation of
environmental goods,1 such as contingent valuation or
conjoint choice experiments (see Section 2.1) are often
based on choice questions. A choice task is much easier,
less time-consuming, and often more realistic than the
rating or ranking tasks used in the other elicitation
techniques. It is believed, though difficult to prove, that
the more closely a research task mimics real behavior, the
more valid and reliable the results (Sell et al. 2007).2 In
contingent valuation, for example, respondents have to state
whether they would be willing to pay an amount of money
marked on a bidding card for a defined environmental
good. However, in conjoint analysis studies and choice
experiments, respondents have to choose between different
alternatives. In LCIA, such a conjoint analysis method has
been used by Itsubo et al. (2004), but most panel studies in
the LCIA context make use of allocation techniques.
Table 1 shows an overview of the most common
allocation- and choice-based stated preference methods as
well as revealed preference methods used to elicit prefer-
ences in LCIA or in environmental economics. Allocation-
and choice-based methods are commonly used techniques
in stated preference studies, but knowledge is still poor
regarding the differences between these two approaches, as
well as their strong points and drawbacks. Irwin et al.
(1993) provided some interesting fundamentals, as they
demonstrated that results from choice and (multicriteria)
allocation questions often contain inconsistencies. Thus,
respondents often prefer an alternative in choice experi-
ments that scores weaker than other alternatives when using
allocation techniques. This inconsistency between alloca-
tion and choice is an example of preference reversal. The
preference reversal between choice and multicriteria choice
experiments can be explained by the different cognitive
processes and decision processes that are applied. In choice
experiments, respondents often prefer the alternative that
scores best in the most important category. This procedure
1 For an introduction to monetization and LCA, see Finnveden et al.
(2002).
Table 1 Overview of stated and revealed preference methods
Stated preference (panel methods) Revealed preference
Choice questions Allocation
Contingent valuation (referendum design with bidding cards)a Direct allocation of weights Distance to target
Swing weightsb
Conjoint analysis (choice design) Conjoint analysis (rating design)c Reduction costs
Choice experiments AHPd Travel costs
Contingent valuation (open-ended design)a Hedonic pricing
a In contingent valuation, respondents can state an amount of money they are willing to pay for an environmental good (open-ended design) or
accept/reject an amount noted on a bidding card (bidding cards design)
b Swing weights are weighting factors that do not add up to 1 (or 100%). In general, the most important category is set to 1 (or 100%) and the
other categories are rated accordingly. Regular weighting factors are derived by normalization of the swing weights
c Conjoint analysis is a term used for a variety of methods originally developed by market researchers to elicit consumer’s stated preferences for
new products (Green and Srinivasan 1990). In conjoint analysis, there also exist designs where a series of options is ranked and rated (rating
design) in order to value the attributes. But nowadays, a simple choice design is applied in most conjoint studies. We use the term ‘choice
experiment’ in this paper for this kind of design, as it is often used in studies that value environmental goods
d In the AHP, a pairwise comparison of attributes leads to relative scores that are used to calculate the final weighting factors
2 See also the discussion on representative design (Dhami et al. 2004).
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has been called elimination by aspects (Tversky 1972;
Hutchinson and Gigerenzer 2005). In this lexicographic
choice, heuristic respondents emphasize the most important
category. When allocating scores to categories, respondents
often utilize a so-called anchoring and adjustment heuristic
(Kahneman et al. 1982). This means respondents utilize an
anchor value which they adjust to the allocation task. The
anchor value is often the average score (e.g., 33% in the
case of three impact categories that have to be weighted)
and the adjustment is often small. Thus, more or less equal
weights are stated for each category. These findings support
the assumption that the question format significantly
influences the outcome of a weighting procedure. But
how large is this influence?
In this paper, we investigate the differences between an
allocation- and a choice-based panel procedure in order to
appraise the significance of the question format. For this
analysis, we employ the damage categories specified in the
Eco-indicator 99 (EI’99) (Goedkoop and Spriensma 1999),
namely, human health (HH), ecological quality (EQ), and
resources (R) and a sample of students of environmental
sciences (see part 1 of this paper, Mettier et al. 2006). A
choice-based panel procedure has been worked out (see
Section 2.1) in order to elicit weighting factors for these
damage categories that can be compared to the results from
an allocation-based procedure already published in part 1 of
this paper. In a first step, we evaluate whether respondents
answer in a consistent manner when confronted with an
allocation task and a choice experiment. In a second step,
we test the hypothesis that a weighting procedure based on
a choice experiment leads to a larger spread between the
most and the least important impact categories than a direct
allocation of weights. We put forward this hypothesis based
on the assumed underlying cognitive processes, although
the conjoint analysis conducted by Itsubo et al. (2004) did
not reveal any evidence for it—the spread between the most
and the least weighted damage category was below a factor
of 1.5 in this study. Based on these interesting insights, we
are able to give guidance on how to frame a future panel
procedure.
2 Materials and methods—a choice-based weighting
procedure
2.1 Choice experiments
The allocation-based procedure has already been described
in part 1 of this paper. Therefore, we focus here on the
choice-based procedure that has been developed.
Choice experiments are frequently used to elicit the
value of environmental goods (Boxall et al. 1996; Alpízar
et al. 2001; Hearne and Salinas 2002; Carlsson et al. 2003;
Lehtonen et al. 2003; Christie et al. 2006; Colombo et al.
2006). Choice experiments are also applied in various other
fields in order to measure preferences of people. In medical
science, for example, choice experiments are used in patient
studies to evaluate various forms of cancer treatment
(Sculpher et al. 2004).
One assumption underlying choice experiments is that
people generally have preferences among features of an
alternative and are willing to accept various trade-offs. For
example, a respondent may accept a higher use of natural
resources in return for less impact on human health. In
general, a choice experiment asks individuals to choose one
alternative from a choice set where each alternative is
described by a bundle of attributes. In our experiment, these
attributes are represented by the damage categories. Several
choice sets are presented to each individual in an
experiment. These choices reflect the importance individu-
als assign to each damage category. Contrary to allocation
methods, these choices do not, in the majority of cases,
allow one to calculate a distinct personal score for every
respondent. But the pattern of these choices can be
statistically analyzed with a logit analysis for the polled
sample (see Section 2.3 for details) to produce an overall
relative importance or weighting factors for each damage
category. If cost is included as an attribute, money-
equivalent values can additionally be calculated for each
damage category. But in our study, costs have been
excluded as an attribute, as the study focuses on weighting
factors. For a choice experiment, a minimum of three
attributes is required.
Designing an experiment that attempts to incorporate
intangible attributes requires much care (Shaw et al. 1989).
Intangibles (like many impact categories) do not generally
have a readily comprehensible measurement scale. To use
such attributes in a choice experiment, it is, therefore,
necessary to produce some unambiguous form of measure-
ment that is understood by the respondent, while still
meaning something in the LCIA context. If such a scale can
be successfully produced, the respondents will understand
the exercise and the results can be used to group and weight
impact categories.
In order to produce such a scale for the three damage
categories, the definitions and normalization data from
EI’99 have been presented in the questionnaire. Thus, a
reference scenario has been described that defined the damage
level for every damage category according to the normaliza-
tion data of EI’99 (see part 1, section 3.1). The choice
questions presented to the respondents referred to two
different reduction programs. Every reduction program
reduces the three damage categories HH, EQ, and R by a
certain percentage (see box for exemplarily chosen programs
A and B in Fig. 1). The reduction targets presented were not
marginal, although marginal changes would be preferable as
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the weighting factors are used to weight marginally modeled
damage categories. This approach was followed because we
imply that marginal changes are difficult to value, as they do
not produce a meaningful reference to the respondents.
The differences between the allocation- and choice-
based weighting tasks are assessed in two steps. In a first
step, it was analyzed whether figures given in the allocation
question are consistent with the choices respondents made.
Consistency between allocation and choice questions was
assessed using preference areas within the mixing triangle,
which are explained in Section 2.2. In a second step, the
data from choice questions was statistically analyzed in
order to generate weighting factors for the sample. For data
analysis, we used logistic regression analysis. In Section
2.3, we introduce the basics of the logistic regression and of
logit models in general, which are often used in choice
experiments. These weighting factors derived from choice
questions are compared to the weighting factors from direct
allocations. Thus, we can test our hypothesis that choice
questions lead to a larger spread between the weighing
factors.
2.2 Preference areas in the mixing triangle
As described by Hofstetter et al. (1999), a set of weighting
factors, wHH, wEQ, and wR, for the three damage categories
can be represented as a distinct point in the mixing triangle
(see score allocation ‘x’ in Fig. 1). Such a set of weighting
factors for every respondent results from the allocation task
where weighting factors are directly allocated on the
damage categories (see part 2 of this paper). On the
contrary, the choice method worked out here does not
produce such a distinct set of weighting factors for one
respondent. The respondent has to choose between two
reduction programs. The line between the white area and
gray area in Fig. 1 represents all sets of weights for which
the two programs are equal (line of indifference). For the
example presented in Fig. 1, the line of indifference would
be represented by Eqs. 1 and 2:
15% wHH þ 40% wR ¼ 25% wHH þ 15% wR
0  wHH;wR  1ð Þ
ð1Þ
or simplified as:
10% wHH ¼ 25% wR ) wHH ¼ 2:5 wR
0  wHH;wR  1ð Þ
ð2Þ
For all points on the line of indifference, a reduction of
one unit of HH corresponds to a reduction of 2.5 units of R.
If the respondent weights of HH are higher than the ratio of
2.5, one would choose program B and a set of weighting
factors in the gray area results. Likewise, for program A, a
set of weighting factors would result if the ratio was lower
than 2.5. Thus, by choosing a program, one preference area
can be located on either side of the line of indifference. So,
each choice between two reduction programs delimits the
area containing the most preferred sets of weighting factors.
The survey included six choice questions. Each question
included a trade-off between two damage categories. The
third damage category was set equally for both programs in
order to ease the task. Therefore, all six lines of indifference
ran through the corners of the mixing triangle. Six such
trade-off questions were posed, two for each pair of damage
categories. The range of the reduction targets was chosen
between 15% and 40% in order to distinguish between
respondents for which the spread between the most and the
least important damage categories exceeds a factor of 2.5
and respondents that assign weighs more equally (Fig. 2). A
wider range of reduction targets could reveal more extreme
weightings (according to Eq. 2). But, in order to limit the
response time of the questionnaire, no additional questions
were introduced. Implications of that selection are dis-
cussed at the end of Section 3.
Fig. 1 Difference between the type of data from a choice and score
allocation question. As an example, the ‘x’ marks the weighting set of
a respondent that allocated weights of 40% for human health, 40% on
ecosystems, and 20% on resources. The shaded area represents the
preference area for a respondent who prefers reduction program B; the
white area on the other side of the line of indifference would represent
the preference area for program A
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2.3 Estimation model
The estimation model establishes a link between the
difference of the outcomes of the programs and the
observed frequencies of the program choices. The ques-
tionnaire included six different trade-offs. The differences
in the reduction targets in every trade-off (see Fig. 1) are
represented by a vector xi ¼ xi;HH; xi;EQ;xi;R
 
; i ¼ 1; :::; 6.
For example, the vector xi for the trade-off specified in
Fig. 1 would be xi = (25%, 0%, −10%).
The vectors of the differences between the reduction
targets xi, can be conceived as the independent (or
predictor) variables. The frequencies of the programs
chosen are the dependent (or predicted) variables. In order
to estimate the influence of the reduction targets HH, EQ,
and R on the choice, we refer to regression analysis (i.e.,
the so-called linear model) and postulate that the frequency
of the choices can be predicted as a linear combination of
the differences in reduction targets xik ; k 2 K ¼ HH;EQ;Rf g.
However, instead of applying a linear regression (that can
be used with a predicted variable that is continuous), we
apply a logistic regression, i.e., a special case of a logit
model (see, e.g., Hartung and Elpelt 1986, p. 132ff.).
In general, logit models are used to analyze the effect of
categorical and continuous independent variables (the pre-
dictors, i.e., the differences in between the reduction targets of
alternatives, the price, etc.) with respect to a categorical
dependent variable (the response variable, i.e., the alternative
chosen). Logit models are appropriate for choice experiments
in order to monetize the value of environmental goods (see, e.
g., Boxall et al. 1996) as the price can be linked with the
other (environmental) attributes of the choice alternatives. As
mentioned above, the predictors for our choice experiment
are the differences between the attributes of the six programs
(xi,HH, xi,EQ, and xi,R) and the dependent variable is the
program chosen (A or B).
Logit models do not predict the choice frequency, which
we will conceive as a probability pi. Instead of the
probabilities p, logit models utilize the log of the odds
ratio (i.e., a logit transformation of pi). The odds ratio is the
probability of an event (favorable case) divided by the
probability of a nonevent (nonfavorable case):
oddsi ¼ pi1 pi : ð3Þ
As an example, the odds ratio for a probability of 0.5 is
1:1, whereas it is 1:2 for a probability of 0.333. Following
Eq. 3, odds can have values between 0 (for p→0) and ∞
(for p→1). If we take the log of the odds ratio, i.e., the logit
(pi), values between −∞ (for pi→0) and ∞ (for pi→0) result.
Thus, the probability function (the choice frequency, which
we want to estimate), which can have values between 0 and
1, is transformed into the logit function that has values
between −∞ and ∞. For a binary response variable (only
two alternatives can be chosen), the logit model is
Table 2 Results of the choice experiment and comparison with the allocation task
Choice experiment Allocation taska Difference between choice experiment and
allocation task and comparison of the mean
weights in a t test (for D=0)Results of the logistic regression
Damage
categories
β SE Sigreg Mean weighting
factors
Mean weighting
factors
Difference of
mean (D)
95% confidence
interval for D
Sigt test
HH 0.031 0.012 0.013 0.22 0.28 −0.06 −0.026 −0.097 0.001
EQ 0.088 0.015 0.000 0.62 0.42 0.20 0.172 0.234 <0.000
R 0.022 0.013 0.088 0.16 0.30 −0.14 −0.107 −0.176 <0.000
Percentage correct=70.0%
a The weights derived from allocation questions are described in part 1 of this paper (Mettier et al. 2006) and are presented here again to illustrate
the difference
Fig. 2 Results from six choice questions (1 to 6). The figures
represent the percentage of respondents whose preferences lie within
the respective shaded area
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equivalent to the logistic regression. Therefore, we use the
logistic regression, which has the form:
log it pið Þ ¼ log pi1 pi ¼
X
k2K
bk  xik ¼ b0  xi ð4Þ
where K={HH, EQ, R} represents the damage categories
and i=1,…,6 represents the pairs of programs presented for
choice.
Thus, the logistic regression models the logit transfor-
mation of the ith (i=1,…,6) choice question’s probability pi
(left part of Eq. 4) as a linear function of the regression
coefficients βk and the explanatory (dependent) variables in
the vector xi ¼ xi;HH; xi;EQ;xi;R
 
(right part of Eq. 4). The
regression coefficients βk (in our case βHH, βEQ, and βR)
are also called β-weights. The β-weights represent the
influence of the kth explanatory variable (in our case, the
damage categories) on the choice. Thus, the regression
coefficients βHH, βEQ, and βR may be interpreted as
reflecting the effects of the category indicators on the
(logit) of a choice or on the underlying utilities of the
alternatives. Therefore, these regression coefficients can be
interpreted as weighting factors of the category indicators
and will be transformed in the traditionally utilized
weighting factors wi that add up to 1 (or 100%) (see left
side of Table 2).
If we solve Eq. 4 for pi, we obtain:
pi ¼ exp b'xið Þ1þ exp b'xið Þ : ð5Þ
With Eq. 5, we can calculate the probability for every
alternative in all choice tasks (cases). All choices made by a
single respondent are treated as independent observations.
If the probability of program A is pi>0.5, we assume that
this program is chosen. If we assume that pi<0.5, then A is
not chosen but B instead. Comparing the predicted choice
from the regression model with the real choice as made by
the respondents leads to the percentage of correctly
predicted cases by the regression model.
3 Results
As explained before, we asked six choice questions
(marked with 1 to 6 in Fig. 2). Thus, there are six lines of
indifference that separate the mixing triangles into 19 areas.
Five respondents (9%) filled in the choice questions
inconsistently, i.e., no preference area could be found.3
For the other 52 respondents, preference areas are shown in
Fig. 2. The allocation task yields precise sets of weights.
Therefore, a comparison with the choice procedure cannot
be performed directly. First, we analyzed whether the two
methods produced consistent results. We, therefore, check
that the preference field (the space of all possible weighting
sets) derived from choice questions contained the allocated
weighting set. For 27% of the respondents, the preference
area contained the set of weights given in the allocation
task. That means these respondents allocated weighting
factors that matched with the preferences they showed in
the six choice questions. Seventy-three percent showed a
shift between the two tasks, as the figures they gave in the
allocation task did not match with their choices. For those
respondents, we analyzed whether the shift showed the
trend we expected, i.e., the weights are closer to the middle
than the preference areas. For 28 respondents (54%),
weights are closer to the middle than the nearest point of
the preference field. These respondents allocated weighting
factors that are more equal than the preferences showed in
the choice questions would predict. For 10 respondents
(19%), the allocated weights are further from the center
than the nearest point of the preference field. For these
respondents, the allocation- and choice-based tasks show
different results, but the direction of the shift is not
determinable. In a statistical binomial test, the distribution
between the respondents that show a shift toward more
equal weights in the allocation task and those that do not is
only significant for a significance level of α=0.14 (p=
0.08). Nevertheless, the test gives us clear evidence as the
criteria of the nearest point is the strongest criteria we can
apply. If we choose, e.g., the center of gravity of the
preference fields, only four respondents’ allocated weights
that are further from the center than the center of gravity
can be considered. Thus, allocating weights too equally is
the main reason for the preference shifts between allocation
and choice task in this experiment.
In a second step, a logistic regression (see Section 2.3) of
all choice questions is calculated (left side of Table 2). The
regression coefficients βk express the influence a damage
category has on the choices of the whole sample and can,
therefore, be interpreted as weighting factors for the
damage categories. Thus, the regression coefficients (β
values) have been used to calculate weights that add up to
100%. Sigreg denominates the probability that a category
result has no influence on the alternative chosen (β=0),
which means that the weighting factor is 0. These
weighting factors calculated from the regression coeffi-
cients again reveal insights on the influence of the question
format on the outcome of a valuation panel. Table 2
3 Such an inconsistency could, for example, occur if a respondent
chose program B in question 1 and program A in question 2.
4 The α error denotes the probability of rejecting a null hypothesis (no
difference between the choice and allocation task) when it is actually
true.
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includes a statistical figure that indicates the fit of the
model with the data. Percentage correct is the percentage of
correctly predicted cases in the model (see Section 3). For a
binary outcome (program A or B is preferred), a random
model would correctly predict 50%. As the correct
percentage is 70%, the fit of the regression model with
the answers obtained is satisfactory, though not exact.
Compared to the results obtained from direct weighting,
there are big differences. It is obvious that the spread
between the most and the least important damage category
is much bigger (a factor of 4) for the choice task than for
the direct allocation (a factor of 1.5).
The differences between the mean weights derived from
choice task (C) and allocation task (A) are tested by a one-
sample t test. The Sigt test values in Table 2 indicate highly
significant differences. This analysis reveals the tendency
of the respondents to value the damage categories more
equally in allocation than in choice tasks. As highly
significant differences are obtained from a medium-sized
sample (n=58), the effect must be quite strong.
The discrepancy between the two procedures is consid-
erable, especially for the most and the least valued damage
category. We would expect an even bigger spread between
the weights if the selected range of reduction targets was
bigger, i.e., if the respondents were able to state wider
trade-offs (see Section 2.2).
4 Discussion
The focus of this survey was to investigate the differences
between the results from choice and allocation questions. For
this purpose, a weighting procedure based on choice questions
has been developed and has provided meaningful results.
Thus, choice experiments, often used for the monetary
valuation of environmental goods, can also be applied in
LCIA to elicit nonmonetary weighting factors and may
become an interesting approach for the future.
Our hypothesis about the differing results of the two
question formats could be verified: the spread between the
weighing factors is highly sensitive to the question format
used in a survey. In LCIA, most past panel studies have
been based on allocation tasks and the spreading of the
resulting weights has been quite low and, at most times,
below a factor of 2.5 (Hofstetter and Mettier 2003). Similar
results were found for the allocation procedure presented in
part 1 of this paper. But the choice-based procedure applied
in this study led to much bigger differences between the
most and the least valued damage categories. Thus, the two
procedures produce significantly different weighting factors
for the same sample and the same data presented. The main
reason for this finding may be the different cognitive
processes underlying the different valuation procedures. For
choice questions, we postulated that the lexicographic
choice heuristic is of importance and was often applied by
the respondents. For allocation tasks, the anchoring and
adjustment heuristic has been supposed to be at work. The
findings do not originate from the statistical treatment (logit
analysis) used to calculate weights; a comparison of directly
allocated weights with the preference areas in the mixing
triangle reveals the same facts.
Regarding the differences between the two question
formats, one may ask which question format is favorable,
for example, more reliable, valid, or practicable. Reliability
could be assessed comparing the results from several
similarly framed studies. The validity of weighting factors,
in contrast, cannot be proven in an experiment, as there is
no external objective reference that we could compare the
results to (since it often holds for characteristics measured
in social sciences).5 One can only argue about validating
evidence. We think, though have not yet proven, that the
choice task mimics real situations, is cognitively easier to
perform, and provides more valid and reliable results.
Choice situations involving goal conflicts and trade-offs are
common in professional as well as everyday life, whereas
rating and allocation situations are rare. This argument is in
line with the findings of Sell et al. (2007) who argue that
investigating the preferences by multiattribute analysis is
appropriate to gain insight into the basics of the preference
structure concerning how it is communicated by the
decision maker, whereas choice experiments are closer to
what people really do. Choice-based procedures have some
more advantages. In general, they are not shaped in a way
that they elicit the anchoring and adjustment biases. But
they also have some important disadvantages. Choice-based
methods pool data across all individuals and, as such, do
not obtain estimates at the individual level. Therefore,
studies involving different value positions, e.g., value
characterization according to cultural theory (Mettier and
Hofstetter 2004) or according to sustainability perspectives
(Steen 2005), are harder to run as they need bigger samples.
That means it is harder to handle value plurality in choice-
based procedures. Moreover, it seems to be easier in rating-
based procedures to work with large sets of categories, and
their respective attributes, and to gain a differentiated
insight into the preference structure. As mentioned in the
introduction, score allocation procedures based on pairwise
comparisons of categories (like the AHP; Saaty 1980) have
been developed. These procedures account for the fact that
humans have limitations on the number of criteria they can
handle at the same time.6 The allocation task is split into
6 See, for example, the work of Miller (1956) on cognitive limits of
information processing.
5 See the discussion about construct validity in Mettier (2006).
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different tasks that are easier to accomplish. The same can
be done for choice-based procedures that include more than
five or six categories. However, a complicated, aggregated
design must be applied, which often becomes too complex
for empirical studies. In aggregated designs, every choice
task only contains a subset of all categories and final
preferences are calculated based on relative preferences
compared to a common category (in most cases, money).
Thus, choice-based procedures with a larger set of
categories can be conducted, but the setup is more
complicated. Despite this drawback, we think that, in the
context of LCA panel studies on eliciting weights, choice-
based procedures should be favored for three reasons.
Firstly, choice tasks are simple to conduct. Second, choice
situations are a routinely practiced in everyday life, but
allocation is not. Third, we think that choice tasks
correspond more to the goal of many LCA studies to select
among different products.
5 Conclusions and recommendations
As shown, the influence of the question format is
considerable. Therefore we opt—if possible—to use more
than one method as a kind of sensitivity analysis to check
whether the results are robust. In many LCA studies, only
little weighting information is needed in order to identify
the best alternative(s), especially if endpoint indicators are
applied. In these cases, the ranking of the alternatives only
changes for extreme weighting sets. One only has to decide,
for example, if one category indicator shall be weighted
higher than 1% (see Hofstetter et al. 1999). In other cases,
the ranking of alternatives is more sensitive to weighting
information and interpretation should include a sensitivity
analysis. For this sensitivity analysis, a reasonable variance
of the weighting factors must be determined. We can
conclude from our study that the ranking of the category
indicators is not influenced by the question format and the
hierarchy of the categories stays the same. But the spread
between the most and the least weighted categories may
depend on the question format and can be varied in a
sensitivity analysis.
5.1 Some lessons learned
We will conclude this paper with some lessons learned from
the weighting procedure described in part 1 (Mettier et al.
2006) and part 2 of this paper.
All weighted categories should be in the same order of
magnitude and refer to the same reference (in space and
time), for example, a percentage of normalization values. It
is, for example, difficult to value a reduction of worldwide
global warming against the reduction of species on a
regional level. We are aware that defining a common
normalization reference among all categories is especially
challenging for midpoint indicators. Nevertheless, interpre-
tation of midpoint category indicators depends on such a
common normalization reference in order to comprehend
the relevance of a category result.
Quantitative data provided may not have a big influence
on the expressed preferences as many LCA stakeholders
insufficiently process quantitative data. This is different for
some experts who can link the data to prior knowledge.
The qualitative descriptions of the valued categories
seem more determining. In this study, we emphasize the
model structure. That means it is important to indicate
which and how many environmental problems contribute to
a damage category.
If only one type of valuation task can be included in a
procedure—and no individual or subgroup assessments are
required—we favor a choice-based procedure for its
simplicity and practice. We, therefore, recommend choice
experiments for future LCA panel studies because of the
simplicity, the routine of the respondents, and the match
with the goals of LCA studies to select among different
products.
As shown in part 1 and II of this paper, the framing of
the context and the valuation task can have a significant
influence on the results. These findings reveal the con-
structive nature of stated preference procedures. But this
should not form an obstacle to apply these procedures, but
provides a challenge to search for an appropriate framing.
We hope that this article can contribute to this aim. Finally,
the framing and interpretation of such future choice
experiments for LCA panel studies can benefit from the
experience and vast literature of economical and medical
research.
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